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Statement of Report Preparation 
 

After the external evaluation site visit in October 2017, Columbia College immediately began 

work to address the actionable improvement plans identified through the college’s self-

evaluation process, to implement new governance councils established just prior to the site visit, 

and to set in motion the activities outlined in the two Quality Focus Projects in the self-

evaluation report.  Upon receipt of the External Evaluation Report and the subsequent action 

letter from the Commission, the College immediately began work to rectify the two compliance 

matters included therein.  These efforts culminated in a follow-up report to the Commission in 

February 2019, resulting in the reaffirmation of the College’s accreditation in June of 2019. 

Meanwhile, the College’s three participatory governance councils have continued to implement 

our plans for improvement. 

Completion of this Midterm Report was coordinated by the College’s Accreditation Liaison 

Officer(ALO)/Vice President of Instruciton and his co-chair of the Instutional Effectiveness 

Council (IEC) Faculty Co-Chair.  The IEC developed a plan to gather evidence of progress and 

shared this plan of action with College Council, Student Success Council, Student Learning 

Outcomes (SLO) Committee, Academic Senate, Classified Senate, Associated Students, and 

other committees and groups at the college. 

The matrix of actionable improvement plans was circulated for review and input, augmented to 

indicate identified areas of progress, then again circulated for adjustments and validation. IEC 

delegated the writing process for Quality Focus Project 1 – SLO Improvements to the SLO 

Committee, whose leaders authored drafts, gathered input, edited, and submitted their work to 

the ALO.  IEC delegated the writing for Quality Focus Project 2 – Improving Student 

Completion to the Student Success Council whose leaders likewise engaged in an authoring, 

reviewing, and editing cycle with council members. 

The Director of Research and Planning developed the analysis of Institutional Performance and 

vetted that with the IEC and SLO Committees. 

The compiled draft of the entire report was circulated through all governance councils and 

constituent groups by the end of Spring 2021. Edits received over the summer were incorporated 

by August, and the final draft was reviewed and approved by all constituent groups and College 

Council by mid-September.  The final, approved Midterm Report was approved by the Yosemite 

Community College Board of Trustees in early October, 2021.  {Revise this as needed to match 

reality!} 
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Plans Arising from the Self-Evaluation Process 
In the Institutional Self-Evaluation Report of 2017 (ISER), the College engaged in the reflective 

analysis expected of high quality institutions and noted areas where its performance could be 

improved. These were recorded as Actionable Improvement Plans alongside each respective 

Standard, and all such Plans were catalogued in Appendix A of the ISER.  This appendix has 

been recast below with minor modifications to remove extraneous language and thereby reduce 

the size of the table.  The table has been augmented to indicate progress made since 2017 

resulting in status as of 2021 and to clearly identify items remaining for completion along with a 

timeline and responsible parties. 

Color coding of rows is indicated in the Legend below. In 2017, upon reviewing these actionable 

improvement plans, it was apparent that two primary themes arose frequently – student learning 

outcomes and student completion – and these two items were consequently selected as our 

Quality Focus Projects. Actions and statuses of individual items are recorded in the table below 

for brevity. Further detail on these matters is provided in our Report on the Outcomes of the 

Quality Focus Projects later in this report. 

Shortly prior to the 2017 site visit, the College instituted two new councils to provide more 

opportunities for constituents to join in participatory governance activities and to better distribute 

the work of the institution. Several actionable improvement plans related to the expected work of 

these new councils, as indicated by the associated color in the table. As noted in the actionable 

improvement plan for Standard IV.A.7 below, a recent evaluation of the effectiveness of this 

new governance structure illustrated that (insert what we learn from SGS (Survey of Governance 

Structures) this month – but it should be that the councils are working REALLY WELL!!)  
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List and Disposition of Actionable Improvement Plans 

 

I.A.2 The College will follow through on its plans to cyclically assess its 

Institutional SLOs and use those results for improvement. 

Progress 

and 

Outcomes: 

 

Completed 

The College’s ISLOs were reviewed by the SLO Committee in Spring 2019.  

The committee resolved to reduce from sixteen ISLOs to a smaller, focused 

set to provide more useful, less redundant data. The new ISLOs were 

approved by College Council in Fall 2019. The College engaged in a re-

mapping of CSLOs to the new ISLOs in Spring 2020 through Spring 2021. 

Evidence SLO Comm minutes – adopt new ISLOs.   

CC minutes – F19 approval 

Table showing CSLO to ISLO Mappings Completed 

I.B.2 The College will work to improve the integration of learning outcomes 

into planning and the use of assessment for program improvement. 

Progress 

and 

Outcomes 

The College continues its integrated planning cycle as designed. CSLO results 

are incorporated into Program Reviews (PR).  For Spring 2020, we 

temporarily moved PR from an antiquated online system into a guided Word 

document/template. However, with the major disruption caused by COVID-

19 in Spring 2020, we suspended the PR process.  We are now working to 

establish PR within eLumen to auto-populate with data for CSLOs and 

PSLOs. This work was originally slated for implementation in Spring 2021, 

but has again been delayed by COVID-19.  

Remaining 

Steps 

In Fall 2021, the Director of Research & Planning and VPI will lead the 

IEC to create a new Program Review system to be implemented in Spring 

2022. 

Evidence 2 example Word doc PRs from Spring 2019 or Spring 2020 

I.B.4 The College will improve the ways in which it utilizes results of 

assessment for program improvement. 

Progress 

and 

Outcomes 

Incorporated in I.A.2 and I.B.2 above. 

I.B.7 The College’s new Institutional Effectiveness Council will develop clear 

processes and cycles of evaluation for all college policies and procedures. 

Commented [BS1]: Make this true – mappings done by 
Spring 2021 
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Progress 

and 

Outcomes:  

 

Completed 

College policies and procedures are found in two primary places – explicitly 

delineated in Board Policies and Procedures and incorporated into the 

college’s catalog.  Review cycles for the former are well established and 

ongoing. 

The Catalog Chunking Committee was established in Spring 2018 to attend to 

the latter.  The committee divided introductory catalog pages housing most 

college policies and procedures into sections.  Members carefully work 

through each section on a cyclical basis, attending to effective voicing for 

students, clarity, removal of unnecessary steps, and currency.  Appropriate 

constituencies review each policy.  For example, the Catalog Chunking 

Committee let efforts to revise the Academic Integrity Policy to utilize 

vocabulary at the college freshman level.  As another example, the committee 

led the College to revise its Pass/No-Pass unit restrictions to align with Title 5 

minimum criteria. 

Evidence IEC minutes indicating Establishment of Chunking Committee.   

IEC Minutes with good chunking committee report 

I.C.3 The College will continue its eLumen implementation project and ensure 

that PSLO and ISLO data are analyzed and discussed as indicated in this 

report. 

Progress 

and 

Outcomes: 

 

Completed 

Both PSLO and ISLO data were incorporated into Spring 2019 Program 

Reviews. In their analysis of PSLO and ISLO results, faculty members found 

data that was difficult to interpret in meaningful ways, which has led to the 

revision of the College’s ISLOs as outlined elsewhere in this table. ISLOs and 

PSLOs were also incorporated into the temporary Word version of program 

reviews slated for Spring 2020, but negated by the COVID-19 crisis. The next 

iteration of Program Review will continue this established practice. 

Evidence Sp20 review of ISLO data college-wide. 

Examples of Word PRs from Sp 19 showing PSLO and ISLO inclusion. (Can 

be same as previous evidence) 

I.C.5 The College will develop a more formal listing of its local policies and 

procedures and a regular cycle for their review and improvement. 

Progress 

and 

Outcomes: 

 

Completed 

Effective for Summer 2021, the College is shifting to an online catalog.  Local 

policies and procedures affecting students previously housed in the printed 

catalog will move to the online catalog. These will be parsed into individual 

webpages within the online catalog.  Behind the scenes, each page will be 

tagged with responsible parties, last date of review, and next expected date of 

review. 

Evidence Screenshot of new academic integrity policy out of eLumen catalog. 

Excel doc listing all the catalog policy pages, who is responsible, and last date 

of review. 

Commented [BS2]: Verify date 

Commented [BS3]: Elissa is preparing this 
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II.A.3 The College will continue the effective implementation of eLumen and 

regular assessment of all types of SLOs as scheduled. 

Progress 

and 

Outcomes: 

 

Completed 

CSLO assessment has become routine, with over 80% of expected 

assessments completed each term. Faculty contractual duties have been 

modified to include expectations to participate in SLO assessment for 

individual courses and collective activities.  “SLO Camps” described in the 

Institutional Self-Evaluation Report were used as a means to gather 

assessment results in the past, but have been discontinued because they are no 

longer necessary. The SLO Committee’s recommendation to revise ISLOs 

was readily adopted by IEC and College Council, illustrating commitment to 

revisions for effectiveness.  eLumen is now fully adopted and implemented 

for SLOs, Curriculum, and Catalog, and soon for Program Review, providing 

for maximal integration of SLO results. 

Evidence Contract language re participating in SLO process for FT and PT. 

CC/IEC minutes for new ISLO adoption 

Recent report from Jessica illustrating Fall 2020 CSLO completions 

II.A.4 The College will continue to expand its offerings to ESL students and 

strengthen the supports provided to these students in order to help them 

move into credit-bearing, college-level coursework. 

Progress 

and 

Outcomes 

The College hired new part-time coordinator for its California Adult 

Education Program (CAEP) in Fall 2019.  He was working to identify places 

to expand ESL offerings in the region, such as local churches with higher 

numbers of Latinx members, when COVID resulted in a shift to online 

instruction.  ESL struggled in the shift in Spring 2020. In Fall 2020 and 

Spring 2021, online ESL offerings were approximately half of previous terms. 

To align college efforts, CAEP and ESL were incorporated into the new 

External Initiatives (EI) department at the College.  The EI team worked in 

spring and summer 2021 to restore face-to-face ESL offerings and will 

continue to work to expand these vital services to our community. 

Remaining 

Steps 

The External Initiatives team will continue identifying communities with 

unmet need for ESL in our region and providing courses to support them. This 

project will continue to expand in 2021 through 2024. 

Evidence Job description for Program Specialist for CAEP (if it specifies adult ed 

work/duties)  Otherwise – include justification form submitted by Brandon 

Listing of ESL offerings by term 2017-2021.  Include fall 2021 if possible. 

II.A.5 The College will continue with the project, discussed in other areas of this 

report, to build clear graphics showing pathways through degree and 

certificate programs.  These pathway graphics will be used in counseling 

sessions, seminars, and online to guide students toward program 

completion in a reasonable amount of time. 

Commented [BS4]: Verify this – get correct number.  
Hoping for 90%. 
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Progress 

and 

Outcomes: 

 

Completed 

Program-specific advising guides have been produced for [75%] of award 

pathways. These are incorporated into Programs of Study webpages where 

they are accessed and used by counselors.  Each program advising guide can 

be downloaded by students as a pdf to help guide their selection of courses.  

In the next phase of the online catalog, we will include Program Mapper to 

more readily indicate term-by-term scheduling patterns for efficient program 

completion. 

Nested Program Graphics for each program of study were completed by 

Summer 2021 and posted to each program of study area to illustrate stackable 

certifications. 

Evidence Screenshot of new Programs of Study webpages 

Screenshot of new catalog left column navigation 

Examples of Program Advising Guide pdfs. 

List of all programs showing all the ones with Advising Guides 

Screenshot of Bakersfield Program Mapper 

II.A.11 The College recognizes that its systems are well planned but that it will 

require a continued investment of time and energy to fully institutionalize 

the process of assessing PSLOs and ISLOs based on its CSLO data. 

Progress 

and 

Outcomes 

The College has been using eLumen for four years now.  In that time, [98%] 

of courses that have been taught have been assessed, many of which have 

been assessed multiple times.  The resulting CSLO data is so extensive that it 

illustrated a functional problem with our CSLO-ISLO mappings – redundant 

and clouded data.  As a result, the College has streamlined its ISLOs and 

instituted a one-to-one matching expectation wherein each CSLO maps to at 

most one ISLO.  The next phase of this project will be to make systemic 

revisions of CSLO statements to improve clarity and ensure they effectively 

inform ISLOs and PSLOs.  These revisions are in progress. 

Remaining 

Steps 

The SLO Committee will begin the process of revising CSLO statements to 

better inform PSLOs and ISLOs.  This will be their ongoing work over the 

next three to five years as courses and programs go through their typical 

curriculum review cycles. 

Evidence Tracking doc showing all CSLO to ISLO mappings being done.   

Action plan for revising CSLO statements. 

List of all courses showing those that have been assessed at least once. 

II.A.12 The College will develop more effective online class filtering and 

searching tools to simplify the process for students to meet their GE 

requirements. 

Commented [BS5]: Prepare evidence file showing total 
number of award programs ad the college and number with 
Programs of Study/Advising Guides and give ratio.  

Commented [BS6]: Make this true.  Build revised nesting 
graphic and place it on the new Catalog overview page for 
each area, and on Programs of Study pages.  Possibly in 
advising guides themselves. 

Commented [BS7]: Get the correct value here.  Jessica is 
working on this. 
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Progress 

and 

Outcomes:  

 

Completed 

Class Search (WebAdvisor) was modified to include the ability to search for 

courses by GE category.  This significantly improved students’ abilities to 

find the courses they need.  

The expanded use of Starfish allows students to search for courses by GE 

category and place those into their planned schedule of classes. 

The Class Search interface will be retired by June 2021.  In its place, the 

district is deploying Ellucian Self-Service whose functionality will far exceed 

its predecessor.  Modern filters will support search characteristics by location, 

GE category, instructional modality, and more. 

The next phase of eLumen Catalog will utilize Program Mapper to illustrate 

the recommended terms and suggested GE options for each program of study.  

Students can then utilize Starfish to establish their own custom schedule to 

match the Program Mapper configuration with specific course selections. 

Evidence Screenshot of current Class Search GE filter 

Screenshot of Starfish Student Planner GE search 

Screenshot of new Self Service GE filter 

Screenshot of Bakersfield Program Mapper 

II.A.14 The College will focus its attention on additional areas within CTE to 

refresh the curriculum, revitalize enrollments, and reinvigorate 

relationships with local businesses. 

Progress 

and 

Outcomes 

The College has refined its program offerings in CTE areas to streamline 

student pathways.  The welding program has been expanded to include a 

fabrication course as a first step toward a more thorough program.  

Conversations have begun regarding retooling the automotive program to 

support electric automobile repairs.  The new Dean of CTE is engaging 

community businesses despite COVID restrictions, and will increase those 

efforts as restrictions are lifted.  He has also taken responsibility for 

coordinating annual CTE advisory meetings, ensuring that agendas cover 

essential topics, and housing records of all such meetings.  The College is 

partnering with MJC and Adventist Health to offer a Medical Assisting cohort 

in Sonora in response to community need. 

Remaining 

Steps 

From 2021-23, in accordance with expected two-year review cycles, CTE 

faculty will conduct additional program refinements to align programs with 

student demand and community need and validate the changes with their 

advisory committees.  Annual CTE Advisory meetings will be scheduled and 

held and meaningful discussion of community needs will occur. The CTE 

Dean is responsible to oversee these efforts. 

Evidence Minutes of Spring 2021 CTE Advisory meetings.  

Revisions to Welding – new course and revised program 

2017 CTE programs vs 2021 CTE programs – before and after listing. 
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II.A.15 To improve, the Academic Senate will conclude its revision of its 

program viability process and the College will assess its programs using 

those criteria.  The College will pursue cooperative programs and video-

conferencing to support the widest possible reliable offerings for its 

students. 

Progress 

and 

Outcomes: 

 

Completed 

The Program Viability, Revitalization, and Discontinuance Procedures were 

adopted in January 2019.  The College followed these procedures to examine 

two program areas, Auto Body and Office Technology, in the 2020-21 year, 

resulting in discontinuance of these programs.  Students affected by the 

discontinuances were contacted and substitute courses from other institutions 

were identified to enable students to complete their programs. 

In 2019-20, the College received a Partnership Resource Team grant from the 

CCCCO to support video-based instruction as an outreach to new markets.  In 

October 2020, the College received a five-year, $2.25M Title III grant to 

support continued efforts in this area and has hired a program director and two 

additional staff members to support outreach efforts. 

The College has also established a connection to the California Virtual 

College, cvc.edu, wherein all online courses are visible across the state to all 

users of the cvc website.  This will increase enrollments in online classes, 

which will provide the balance needed to prevent cancellation of on-campus 

advanced courses necessary for program completion. 

Evidence Program Viability Majority Report – Auto Body and Office Tech. 

PRT IIEP 

Summary of Title III grant project 

Screenshot of Columbia class in cvc.edu 

II.A.16 The College will demonstrate its ongoing commitment to effective 

program review by following its newly established four-year integrated 

cycle of review, continuing to fund resources and personnel based on 

inclusion in program reviews, and through the oral/visual presentations 

to the college community associated with each full program review.  It is 

also expected that the program review instrument itself will be revisited 

in the coming year to ensure that it effectively integrates the results of 

assessment of learning outcomes. 

Commented [BS8]: Make this true. 
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Progress 

and 

Outcomes: 

 

Completed 

The College has firmly established a culture of Program Review presentations 

at fall in-service day.  Each year, those programs who completed their PR in 

the spring give a brief, engaging presentation to the full college community in 

August.  Doing so has heightened general understanding of other programs at 

the institution outside one’s own area.  Each year, departments update their 

PR resource requests. These requests are then compiled and ranked by 

divisions, reviewed by the administrative team, and vetted by College Council 

prior to funding.  Some resource requests, such as the need for additional 

fulltime faculty, are reviewed and ranked in other ways. The faculty hiring 

prioritization process was fine-tuned in Spring 2021 to better align with 

Strategic Staffing goals for the institution. 

See previous action plans in this table for further information about 

integrating CSLO, PSLO, and ISLO results into PR. 

Evidence Agendas from In-Service showing PR presentations 

ASHP/CTE division meeting agenda/minutes showing ranking  

College Council minutes showing discussion of funding of resource requests 

New FHP 

Strategic Staffing Diagram 

II.B.3 The College can expand its culture of assessment by creating and 

evaluating SLOs for additional learning support areas, assessing those 

SLOs, and utilizing the results for improvement of services.  Areas to be 

addressed include the Math Lab, Instructional Technology Center, DSPS 

tutoring and the Hi-Tech Center, Career/Transfer Center, and TRIO 

SSS tutoring and peer mentoring. 

Progress 

and 

Outcomes: 

 

Completed 

SLOs each of the service areas cited have been developed.  They have been 

addressed in various ways.  Employees serving in these areas have discussed 

the results and used them to improve their work in support of students.   

Evidence List of SLO Statements for each one 

Example assessments of a couple 

II.C.1 The format of program review continues to be improved each year.  

These continued improvements will better incorporate the results of 

assessment of SLOs.  The College’s eLumen SLO management system 

will also be further developed and refined to gather and compile 

assessment results more easily and provide a forum to record the 

meaningful dialog and recommendations needed based on these 

assessments. 

Progress 

and 

Outcomes 

Incorporated in I.A.2, I.B.2, I.C.3, II.A.3, and II.A.16. 
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II.C.2 To provide more thorough and effective online guidance and advising 

resources to its students, the College has joined the pilot of California’s 

Educational Planning Initiative (EPI).  A key component of the EPI is 

implementation of Hobsons Starfish Degree Planner.  Implementation is 

expected by fall 2017. 

Counselors and faculty are also working together to construct coherent, 

structured pathways to each of the College’s certificates, degrees, and 

transfer options through advising guides.  Each guide will present a clear, 

easy-to-follow pathway through the courses required for a given award. 

Progress 

and 

Outcomes: 

 

Completed 

Starfish has been fully implemented at Columbia College.  All counselors use 

it to advise students.  Students are independently using it to plan their 

educational journeys.  Deans have finalized a master two-year plan and 

committed to offering the core courses required for program completion in 

each area of study, ensuring that students’ plans are not voided by 

cancellations. 

Program advising guides have been created for most programs to illustrate 

term-by-term enrollment patterns to complete a program of study in a timely 

manner. 

Evidence Screenshot of Starfish providing guidance and advising 

Report illustrating number of students with completed Ed Plans in Starfish 

Examples of program advising guides. 

II.C.3 A cross-program assessment of services will be undertaken to gauge the 

best practices of the College and deploy those to other service areas.  For 

example, the EOPS online orientation may be replicated within DSPS 

and the TRIO Canvas learning environment may prove useful for other 

programs. 

Progress 

and 

Outcomes: 

 

Completed 

EOPS’s online orientation has been replicated in [PROGRAMS]. The best 

practice of utilizing Canvas as a central hub for activities is growing at the 

College.  In addition to EOPS, [WHICH GROUPS] are now using this 

approach.  Moreover, in Fall 2020, a group of faculty members conducted a 

professional development project to record essential faculty duties (e.g. 

certifying rosters, assigning grade) as modules in a Faculty Hub, an online 

faculty handbook housed in Canvas.  Likewise, faculty engaged in our new 

video broadcast mode of instruction collaborated to create a Canvas-based 

how-to manual for effective instructional methods. 

Evidence Screenshot of online orientation for another program 

Screenshot of Canvas Shell for another program 

Screenshot of Faculty Hub  

Screenshot of Video broadcast canvas shell 

Commented [BS9]: Which programs?  Find out and get 
screenshots 

Commented [BS10]: Which groups?  Get screenshots. 
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II.C.5 The College continues to strive for improvement in accuracy, 

completeness, and clarity of information for students.  To that end, 

counselors will continue working with instructional faculty to develop 

Advising Guides, which delineate two-year maps through college 

coursework, leading to awards and employment or transfer.  The College 

is implementing the Educational Planning Initiative’s recommended 

student online advising tool, Hobsons Starfish.  Training and marketing 

for students and faculty will provide a smooth transition to using this new 

tool. 

Progress 

and 

Outcomes: 

 

Completed 

Advising guides have been constructed for [80%] of the College’s programs.  

Starfish is fully deployed and utilized by counselors, other faculty, and 

students.  Extensive training sessions have been offered.  Starfish has been 

marketed to students.  The College continues to refine the data underlying 

Starfish and is seeking resolution to some lingering technical difficulties.  

Once finalized, further marketing will take place to get students familiar with 

the tool. 

Evidence Examples of advising guides 

If necessary list all programs that do NOT have advising guides. 

List of Starfish training sessions held and/or example emails recruiting 

participation – fall 2019 and before. 

Example of email sent to STUDENTS encouraging them to use Starfish. 

II.C.6 As in the previous standard, continue to develop and publish Advising 

Guides, in print and online, to help students choose a program based on 

their interest and follow its requirements through an appropriate pattern 

of coursework. 

Progress 

and 

Outcomes 

Incorporated in II.A.5, II.C.2, and II.C.5. 

II.C.7 While meeting validity and review expectations, the College recognizes 

that students placed into remedial courses have lesser chances of 

program completion.  The College is actively engaged in an expansion of 

the ways in which students can demonstrate eligibility for higher-level 

coursework using multiple measures.  Dialog is ongoing and new 

approaches and benchmarks are under consideration.  The College is 

also meeting with its sister institution, Modesto Junior College, to co-

develop the content maps required for use with the new statewide 

Common Assessment Instrument (CAI).  The goal is for a student’s 

performance on the CAI to result in common placement across the two 

Colleges. 

Commented [BS11]: Determine this percentage.  Let’s 
strive for 100%.  Finish the project!  It’s been four years 
since we wrote the ISER – it’s time to be done with this. 
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Progress 

and 

Outcomes: 

 

Completed 

The statewide Common Assessment Instrument has been dropped.  AB 705 

has been fully implemented at the College.  As a result, [95%] of students are 

placed directly into transfer-level math and English.  Approximately [30%] of 

students are advised to take a corequisite skill-builder course in Math, and 

[15%] in English.  Results indicate that these measures have been successful.  

In the 2016-17 year approximately [10%] of students completed transfer-level 

math and English within the first year.  By 2018-19, that number had risen to 

[30%].  The value of [30%] in 2019-20 is laudable considering the major 

hurdle experienced by students when COVID-19 closed down the campus in 

Spring 2020. 

Evidence Screenshot of Math Self-Placement instrument on website 

Math flow chart 

English flow chart 

III.A.6 Changes to the faculty evaluation process are currently being negotiated 

and will help document the activities that the College already completes 

as it relates to the assessment of learning outcomes and the improvement 

of student learning. 

Progress 

and 

Outcomes: 

 

N/A 

Standard III.A.6 has been deleted by the Commission.  Consequently, this 

actionable improvement plan is no longer needed.  Nevertheless, faculty 

contractual duties now contain expectations to participate in assessment 

practices. 

III.A.14 The College will utilize its new Institutional Effectiveness Council (IEC) 

and a Focused Inquiry Group (FIG) in the Academic Wellness Educators 

(AWE) Committee to reinvigorate professional development for all 

employees.  The IEC will establish meaningful evaluation processes for 

professional development activities and measure the impact of these 

activities on the improvement of teaching and learning. 

Progress 

and 

Outcomes: 

 

Completed 

The Academic Wellness Educators Committee was discontinued.  In its place, 

the Teaching, Learning, and Community Initiative was established to provide 

professional development for all employees.  Extensive professional 

development opportunities are provided each term, including Peer 

Observation Pools (POPs) for faculty and staff, Teaching Test Kitchen 

Laboratories (TTKLs) in which a group of employees work together on a 

specified topic, thematic in-service and flex days for both fulltime and part-

time faculty, classified staff workshops and retreats, and frequent flex 

workshops on a variety of topics.  Moreover, due to COVID-19, all full- and 

part-time faculty completed extensive training for online instruction. 

Commented [BS12]: Work with Ben and Matt to clean up 
this section and insert appropriate percents and/or revise 
text. 
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Evidence TLC reports in IEC & SSC minutes/agendas 

Flex day agendas 

TTKL reports (e.g. video-based project in Sp 2020) 

Screenshot of TTKL-led Canvas Shell for Video-Based instruction AND for 

Faculty Hub 

TLC newsletters 

III.B.3 Deans currently work to maximize scheduling efficiencies using a blend 

of spreadsheets and other limited tools.  To improve efficiency of the 

process and effectiveness of results, the College will follow through on an 

objective in its Strategic Plan and adopt a robust scheduling software 

solution for use by Deans. 

Progress 

and 

Outcomes: 

 

No longer 

pursued 

The College explored various scheduling software solutions, including 

demonstrations from several vendors. However, these products are designed 

to serve large institutions with many sections of each class.  They do not help 

small colleges with only one or two sections of each class.  Consequently, the 

College determined to keep using lower tech (and lower cost) solutions to 

carefully place each section to maximize student progression and completion.  

Deans have striven to condense offerings where possible, increasing 

enrollment in introductory courses to support lower enrollment in more 

advanced courses. 

Evidence B.Sanders calendar items from 8.28.18, 9.10.18, 12.4.19 (in evidence file) 

III.B.4 Upon the completion of the District Technology Plan, the College will 

update its own Technology Plan.  The College will work with the District 

to identify funding for replacement of technology on a cyclical basis. 

Progress 

and 

Outcomes: 

 

Completed 

As part of the follow-up process to the Fall 2017 site visit, the District 

developed a well-constructed Total Cost of Ownership plan for all district 

technology resources, outlining fundamental expectations for functionality, 

replacement cycles, and estimating costs.  This TCO plan effectively negated 

the need for a college-specific technology plan.   

In fall 2020, the College Technology Committee recommended to College 

Council that we adopt the District TCO as our college’s technology plan.  

This motion was strongly supported by the Council. 

Evidence College Technology Committee minutes indicating adoption of District TCO 

College Council minutes November 2020 adopting District TCO as our plan 

IV.A.7 To increase institutional effectiveness, the College will develop a plan for 

systematic evaluation of the participatory decision-making structure, 

procedures, and processes to ensure integrity and overall effectiveness.  

The evaluation plan will include dissemination of results and 

communication of improvements. 
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Progress 

and 

Outcomes: 

 

Completed 

At the conclusion of the first year under the new governance structure (Spring 

2018), the College conducted an analysis of its effectiveness.  The results 

indicated general satisfaction coupled with a lack of full awareness.  The most 

common response was “Don’t Know.”   

In Spring 2021, the College conducted a similar review.  Results showed that 

[FILL IN WHAT WE LEARN!] 

Evidence Spring 2018 survey results and word cloud 

Spring 2021 survey results and analysis 
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Institutional Reporting on Quality 

Improvements 
 

Response to Recommendations for Improvement 

The Commission Action Letter dated January 26, 2018, noted two District Compliance 

Requirements, four College Recommendations for Improvement, and two District 

Recommendations for Improvement.  

College leaders worked collaboratively with leaders of our sister institution, Modesto Junior 

College, and with leaders from the Yosemite Community College District, including members of 

the Board of Trustees, the Chancellor, Vice Chancellors, and district facilities and information 

technology leaders to attend to the two compliance matters. These efforts were delineated in the 

Follow-Up Report of February 2019 and in June of 2019 the Commission accepted the report 

and reaffirmed our accreditation for the duration of the cycle. In accordance with expectations 

for this Midterm Report, those details will not be revisited here. However, it is worth noting that 

the Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) documents for our Facilities and Information Technology 

infrastructures that were developed in response to those compliance matters have proven very 

helpful. In the new District Fiscal Advisory Council, members have ensured that funds are set 

aside to support ongoing replacement and repairs of facilities and technology to stay abreast of 

those TCOs. Moreover, Trustees continue to reflect on their role in establishing policy while 

fully delegating operational authority to the Chancellor and College Presidents. For example, at a 

recent Board Policy meeting, a Trustee stated that since the role of the Board is to attend to 

policy matters, she was striving to do so with care and precision. [Minutes of 2/9/21 BPC 

meeting] 

 

College Recommendation 1 (Improvement): In order to improve effectiveness, the team 

recommends that the College continue its efforts to fully implement its plan to sustain meaningful 

SLO assessment, incorporate SLO data into program review, and refine and clarify its integrated 

planning processes to link institutional planning, assessment, and continuous improvement 

efforts as outlined in Quality Focus Essay Project #1. (I.B.5, I.C.3, II.A.3, II.A.11) 

How the College Responded: The College has fully implemented its plan to sustain meaningful 

SLO assessment and use these results. As noted earlier in this report in the table of Actionable 

Improvement Plans and later in the progress report on Quality Focus Essay Project #1, the 

College’s SLO infrastructure has become a systemic part of its ecosystem. Courses and programs 

are assessed as scheduled on a cyclical basis, and results are used for program improvement. The 

College has also engaged in continuous improvement efforts by revising its Institutional SLOs 

and illustrating how each course SLO aligns, or maps, to the ISLOs.  Evidence of these efforts is 

noted in the table and in the Quality Focus Essay section of this report. 
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College Recommendation 2 (Improvement): In order to improve effectiveness with the 

Commission Policies, and USDE Regulations regarding Distance Education, the team 

recommends that faculty, academic deans, the Vice President of Instruction, along with the 

Distance Education Committee, continuously engage distance education instructors in a careful 

review of the definitions, standards, policies and regulations pertaining to regular and 

substantive interaction between instructor and student. (I.B.5, II.A.7, Policy on Distance 

Education and on Correspondence Education) 

How the College Responded: This recommendation was reviewed and discussed with all 

participatory governance groups on campus. The Distance Education Committee, the Curriculum 

Committee, the Academic Senate and the College Council each had an opportunity to hear about, 

discuss and make suggestions for responding to the recommendation and then again to hear 

about and endorse actions taken.  [Evidence: Minutes of DE, Curric, Ac Sen, CollCounc] 

Initially, a survey was sent to all faculty teaching fully online/hybrid courses, to ascertain what 

tools and methods they were currently using to implement regular and substantive (effective) 

contact with their students. The survey additionally asked for feedback and suggestions for future 

trainings and workshops.  [Evidence: Copy of survey results] The results of the survey were used 

as a roadmap for the DE Coordinator to develop and offer training over the next year, which 

included Canvas tools such as the Inbox, Announcements, Discussions, Grading Feedback, and 

Surveys, along with third party communication tools such as FlipGrid, VoiceThread, Notebowl, 

Padlet, etc. In addition, the DE Coordinator made follow up contact with individual faculty to 

answer questions and offer support as needed. 

The College offers a Skills Attainment Certificate in Learning Design and Technology consisting 

of a trio of three-unit courses in the EDUC, Education, subject code.  [Evidence: printout of 

SAC] All three were reviewed to ensure that the OEI Course Design Rubric was incorporated 

and that each course focused on regular and effective contact with and between students. The DE 

Coordinator created a Canvas page template to be used as part of a Getting Started Module that 

listed the multiple ways students and faculty would potentially interact within a course, and the 

places within a course where interaction could be found.  This template page was added to the 

Canvas Commons, where all faculty have access and can download and customize the page in 

their courses. [Evidence: Screenshot of Getting Started Module showing in Canvas Commons] 

For ongoing, self-paced support, a Canvas shell was created that allowed faculty to self-enroll 

and included modules on many aspects of online course design and teaching. A specific module 

for regular and effective contact was included. [Evidence: Screenshot of R&EC Module in 

Canvas shell.] This course allowed faculty to complete training modules for flex credit. In 

addition, our DE Coordinator works individually with many faculty, and consistently shares both 

the requirement and options for creating regular and substantive interaction. 

The Instructor’s DE Handbook was updated to ensure guidance on regular and substantive 

contact requirement was included.  [Evidence: Instructors’ DE Handbook showing section] 
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As part of the curriculum process, our Distance Education Addendum already had a question 

asking faculty to describe how they were incorporating regular and effective contact. When the 

campus transitioned to a new curriculum system, the DEA was recreated and the wording on that 

question was reviewed and updated. [Evidence: Screenshot of new DEA in eLumen.] Curriculum 

committee members were trained on the type of methods and examples that would exhibit the 

practice of regular and effective interaction. 

The tools used in both Canvas and third party options are always changing.  But throughout our 

training, we focus on best practices for student success, which include regular and substantive 

contact both between students and their instructors as well as among students. Faculty are 

supported with training on a wide variety of methods and means to ensure that is happening in all 

their courses. 

 

College Recommendation 3 (Improvement): In order to increase effectiveness, the team 

recommends that that College institute a comprehensive system of evaluation of the council and 

committee structure in order to measure adherence to the mission, progress toward the College’s 

strategic goals, and general effectiveness of the new structure. (I.B.7, I.B.9, IV.A.7) 

How the College Responded: In Spring 2018, after one year under the newly-developed 

governance structure, the College conducted an assessment of this structure via a college-wide 

survey. Results of the survey were discussed by the Institutional Effectiveness Council and 

College Council. The most common responses at that time indicated that members of the college 

community did not yet know quite how the new councils and committees would work, but that 

no glaring problems were apparent at that time. [Evidence: Spring 2018 survey and word clouds] 

In 2020-21, in response to events in our nation, the College established a new standing 

committee on Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion (DEI). This led to revisions to the Participatory 

Governance Handbook to incorporate the new DEI Committee into the illustration of councils 

and standing committees, adding its charge to the handbook, and also updating other aspects of 

the handbook to reflect evolutions of the institution since 2017. These discussions reaffirmed the 

effectiveness of the three-council governance model established in 2017 but inserted the DEI 

Committee as a permanent college group dedicated to keeping the college community focused on 

these important matters.  [Evidence:  New Governance Handbook] 

In Spring 2021, the Office of Research and Planning conducted a college-wide assessment of the 

effectiveness of its governance structures via a survey distributed to all college employees and 

members of student government. This survey illustrated …PUT RESULTS HERE.  [Evidence: 

Survey instrument, results, and analysis.] 

 

College Recommendation 4 (Improvement): In order to increase effectiveness, the team 

recommends that the College update and implement a sustainable college technology plan that 

ensures its technological infrastructure, quality, and capacity are adequate to support its 

mission, operations, programs, and services, and that the plan will also align with. (III.C.2) 
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How the College Responded: This recommendation was discussed at meetings of the College 

Technology Committee and College Council, among others. However, it was determined that the 

first step was to respond to the Commission’s compliance requirement regarding Total Cost of 

Ownership for Information Technology (TCO).  As described in the Follow-Up Report to the 

Commission in Fall 2019, the College and District co-developed this TCO and set aside funds 

and personnel to begin fulfilling its expectations.  [Evidence: Follow-Up Report, TCO-IT] 

The TCO for Information Technology was very detailed, including conceptual guidelines such as 

classroom technology and infrastructure expectations coupled with extensive equipment 

inventory lists and recommended replacement cycles. 

The process of developing this TCO was collaborative between District IT leaders and those of 

both colleges in the district, resulting in a much richer understanding of the needs of each 

institution. Moreover, greater clarity emerged as to the role of district personnel and leaders in 

maintaining the College’s IT needs. 

After careful deliberation, the College Technology Committee determined that a College 

Technology Plan would be mostly redundant alongside the District TCO and that time spent 

maintaining the local plan could be better utilized elsewhere. Consequently, in Fall 2020 the 

College Technology Committee formally recommended adoption of the District TCO to serve as 

our College Technology Plan.  This recommendation was forwarded to College Council where it 

was ratified in November, 2020. [Evidence: CTC minutes indicating approval, CC minutes – 

same files as for III.B.4] 

 

District Recommendation 2 (Improvement): In order to improve effectiveness and 

transparency, the District needs to engage college and district constituencies with timely, 

deliberative, and collaborative dialogue to coordinate ongoing efforts in the creation, 

development, and alignment of all college and district plans and planning processes, including: 

college and district-wide strategic plans, facilities plans, technology plans, resource allocation 

(including one-time funds), and human resources. As well, it is recommended that the District 

strengthen communication regarding district decisions. (III.B.4, III.C.2, III.D.3, IV.D.5, IV.D.6, 

IV.D.7)  

How the Institution Responded: District and College leaders have discussed this 

recommendation extensively through monthly meetings of District Council and subsequent 

reports to and discussions among constituent groups.  The recommendation has prompted an 

ongoing spirit of collaboration among all participants and ongoing efforts to align and streamline 

processes on behalf of employees throughout the district and students at both colleges. 

The Commission’s compliance requirement for the district to develop Total Cost of Ownership 

documents for facilities and for information technology served to jump-start these collaborative 

discussions. Through extensive meetings, sharing matters of importance and concern, and 

envisioning the future together, the two TCO documents have served to become unifying 

resources across the District.  [Evidence:  TCO Facilities, TCO IT] 
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As another byproduct of this recommendation, to improve communication and clarity regarding 

fiscal affairs, District Council members and their constituent groups created a new governance 

body, the District Fiscal Advisory Council (DFAC), charged with overseeing matters of fiscal 

importance. This group was first charged with a very challenging task: Developing a new 

Resource Allocation Model (RAM) to distribute fiscal resources provided by the State to the two 

colleges and district office in a manner that is perceived as equitable and sufficient by all parties 

and, where practicable, aligned with the new Student Centered Funding Formula for California 

Community Colleges. 

The District brought in a consultant, an experienced fiscal leader from another district, to assist 

in navigating the challenges of building the new council and developing the RAM. After several 

iterations, the RAM was adopted on a pilot basis and used to fund the 2020-21 year, then 

extended to 2021-22 also to allow review of a full fiscal cycle.  [Evidence = RAM] 

Upon the resignation of the previous Vice Chancellor of Fiscal Affairs, district and college fiscal 

leaders began meeting together regularly to collaboratively review the RAM and other fiscal 

matters. This group, referred to as the Fiscal Four, consists of the Vice Chancellor of Educational 

and Support Services, the Interim Controller, the Vice President of College and Administrative 

Services at Modesto Junior College, and the Vice President of College and Administrative 

Services at Columbia College. These leaders meet with their constituent institutions, gather input 

on matters of relevance, meet together to compare notes and prepare data for review, then 

present recommendations to the members of DFAC for their consideration.  After discussion and 

voting, recommendations of DFAC are then forwarded to the Chancellor for consideration and 

implementation. [Evidence = DFAC minutes indicating “fiscal four” had intermediary meetings 

and brought recommendation] 

Other areas have also engaged in increased district-wide collaboration. For example, leaders in 

equity matters at the two colleges collaborated with human resources leaders from the district 

office to create a new equity-minded faculty job description to appeal to more diverse candidates 

and lay out clear expectations for incoming faculty members. They are also working together to 

advertise positions in ways to attract diverse candidates.  [Evidence = Equity Minded Faculty Job 

Description Template] 

Similarly, the two colleges are collaborating with Human Resources to establish a centralized 

minimum qualifications review process, ensuring that determinations of faculty qualifications are 

unified across the district and recorded in personnel files and proper locations in the district 

database. 

To support better communication regarding facility needs, district facilities leaders now bring the 

annual scheduled maintenance plans to the colleges for review and prioritization of needs prior to 

their being sent to the Chancellor’s Office.  [Evidence = College Services Committee minutes 

showing discussion of scheduled maintenance plan.] 

In Spring 2021, in anticipation of the expiration of several significant plans within the District, 

leaders began the process of developing new master plans, doing so in a collaborative way to 

maximize dialog and input from constituents. The District engaged a consulting firm specializing 
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in master planning to consult with college and district officials regarding their needs for the 

present and future and develop three Integrated Master Plan documents, one for the District and 

one for each of the colleges. This work is ongoing as of this writing, but the three plans are 

expected to be aligned and interwoven in pursuit of common district and college goals.  District 

and college strategic goals are expected to align with the student-focused goals of the California 

Community Colleges Vision for Success and principles of Guided Pathways, closing equity gaps 

as outlined in each college’s Student Equity and Achievement Plan, and improve performance on 

each college’s Institution-Set Standards. The plans are anticipated to be published by March 

2022. [Evidence = District Council minutes re consultant for these – 2/24/21] 

 

District Recommendation 3 (Improvement): In order to increase effectiveness, the team 

recommends that the Trustees act as a collective entity in support of Board decisions. (IV.C.2)  

How the Institution Responded: The Board of Trustees, District, and College leaders began 

reviewing the tenets of this recommendation immediately upon its receipt from the visiting team 

in October 2017. Upon receipt of the Action Letter from the Commission in January 2018, work 

began to address a closely related Compliance Requirement. In effect, the Board attended to both 

of these items collectively through reflection and action. 

Immediate efforts included unanimous approval of a resolution reaffirming its commitment to 

the the expectations of the Standards. [Evidence = Resolution 17-18.03 cited in follow-up report] 

Technical assistance was provided by the Commission and a Partnership Resource Team through 

the Insitutional Effeciveness Partnership Initiative. [Evidence = minutes of meeting when 

ACCJC VP Stephen Reynolds visited, mini-PRT visit] Throughout these efforts, the Board 

worked collaboratively and acted as a collective entity. All Trustees participated in study 

sessions and the process of editing the Follow-Up Report to the Commission, which was 

approved in June 2019. 

These efforts, along with those described in the previous section, have created a new and vibrant 

culture of collaboration between the District and the Colleges. Moreover, the District has 

experienced significant turnover in leaders since 2017. Five new Trustees have been elected, of 

the seven positions. Both College Presidents are new since that time, as are all Vice Chancellors. 

New leaders have supported new perspectives and new ways of operating and relating to one 

another. 

In a meeting to discuss this Midterm Report, a leader new to the district commented that this 

item was hard to grasp, for in his three years in the District the Board of Trustees has been 

unanimous or nearly so in all decisions he could recall. Even when votes were six to one, 

Trustees had supported one another and the collective action of the Board as a whole. A review 

of voting records for Trustees since [January 2018] illustrated that over [90%] of votes of the 

Board had been unanimous. [Evidence = file requested from Graciela & Kim 3.4.21] 

In this time, the Board has effectively navigated through challenging events that have resulted in 

strife and division in other educational institutions, including a labor conflict and strike; college 
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closures due to forest fires and smoke, public safety power shutoffs, and snow; an equipment 

malfunction that rendered the Modesto Junior College pool and adjacent buildings unusable for 

over a year; the COVID-19 pandemic that shuttered both colleges for over a year; and the 

concomitant wholesale shift to online and synchronous-video-based instruction within a matter 

of days. Throughout these events, the Board has acted in a united manner to support the District 

and their own collective decisions. 

The Board has also been unified in proactive ways. For example, Board members attending to 

their duties to establish and review district policies observed a discrepancy in due process 

between different employee groups in the District. They worked collectively through the 

District’s Policies and Procedures committee, with review by all constitutent groups and through 

participatory governance councils, to develop and achieve agreement on new policies in support 

of due process protections for all employees. The Board unanimously approved Board Policy 3-

8020 – Due Process on February 10, 2021. [Evidence = 2021.02.10 BOT Minutes – Approval of 

Due Process BP (in evidence files)]  
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Reflection on Improving Institutional Performance:  Student Learning 

Outcomes and Institution Set Standards 

 

Student Learning Outcomes (Standard I.B.2) 

Ben and/or Joe will provide. 

 

Institution Set Standards (Standard I.B.3) 

 

Columbia College revised its Institution Set Standards (ISS) in AY2020-21. The revisions 

coincided with an anticipated renewal of its cyclical strategic plan, which comprised six 

collegewide goals as noted below.  

Columbia College’s Strategic Goals 

1. Maintain institutional stability 

2. Reduce equity gaps 

3. Reduce barriers to completion 

4. Increase workforce readiness 

5. Increase transfer readiness 

6. Increase award completion.  

The revised goal areas were informed by conceptual analysis of prominent initiatives that 

governed the college, including the Foundation for California Community College’s Vision for 

Success (VFS), the California Community College Student Equity and Achievement Program, 

the directives of California’s Assembly Bill 705 (AB 705) legislation, ACCJC’s accreditation 

standards, and the ISS areas. The conceptual groupings were refined into goal areas through the 

college’s participatory governance process, and generally provided the basis for realigning the 

ISS. [Evidence = Nov 2 IEC minutes, November CC minutes] In particular, the VFS is a 

California Community Colleges initiative to improve student achievement and equity statewide 

over a five year period from AY2016-17, and incorporates a series of goals that Columbia 

considered as a starting point for benchmarking guidance in 4 of the 6 ISS. 

1) Course Completion Rates 

None of the college’s initiatives spoke directly to a benchmark for course completion, but it was 

presumed that greater rates of course completion would facilitate other goals, such as increasing 

award completion. Columbia College had an existing ISS floor goal set at 72.0%. The college 
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had exceeded the goal by a few percentage points in most years, but had not set a recent ISS 

stretch goal (Table 1). College researchers proposed a stretch goal of 83.2%, which was 10% 

increase over the three-year average course success rate from AY2017-18 to AY2019-20. The 

stretch goal was ultimately lowered to a round number of 80.0%, and the value continues to 

provide an aspirational target based on actual outcomes. 

Table 1. Course Completion Rates  

 AY2016-17 AY2017-18 AY2018-19 AY2019-20 AY2020-21 

Existing Floor Goal a 72.0% 72.0% 72.0% 72.0% 72.0% 

Adopted Stretch Goal a 80.0% 80.0% 80.0% 80.0% 80.0% 

Actual Outcomes b 75.1% 76.2% 76.2% 74.4% In Progress 

Sources. a Columbia College (2020). ACCJC 2020 Annual Report: Final Submission 5/12/2020. Accessed October 
21, 2020 from https://www.gocolumbia.edu/accreditation/default.php; b Columbia College (2020). Columbia 
College Annual Factbook. Accessed October 21, 2020 from 
https://www.gocolumbia.edu/institutional_research/columbiaFactbookSept2020.xlsx 

 

2) Certificate Level Completions 

Columbia College had previously determined to reach an ISS floor goal of 87 certificate level 

awards per year, and it achieved this goal in AY2018-19 and AY2019-20 (Table 2). This 

standard, however, counted the total number of awards granted in a given year. The college had 

opted to align its ISS to VFS goals where possible, which was to increase the total number of 

unique students who earned awards by 20% from an AY2016-17 baseline, rather than the 

number of awards earned by students. From this lens, Columbia’s floor goal would be 25 

students per year, a target that was exceeded in every subsequent year. However, the number of 

individual students earning certificates varied widely year by year, reaching a high point of 76 in 

AY2018-19, while far fewer students completed in the AY2016-17 baseline year. Since the 

baseline year was perhaps a bit lean in generating certificate earners to be used for setting an 

aspirational benchmark against a typical year, college researchers proposed a stretch goal set as a 

20% over a baseline derived as the three-year average number of individual certificate earners 

between AY2017-18 and AY2019-20. The average number of certificate earners during this time 

was about 51, and a 20% increase over this number was calculated as about 61 students. Both the 

proposed floor goal and the more aspirational stretch goal were adopted through Columbia’s 

participatory governance process. 

Table 2. Certificate Level Completions 

 AY2016-17 AY2017-18 AY2018-19 AY2019-20 AY2020-21 

Previous standard: Total 
awards given 

     

Previous Floor Goal a 87 87 87 87 87 

Previous Stretch Goal a Not Set Not Set Not Set Not Set Not Set 

Actual Outcomes b 66 83 119 87 In Progress 

      

Adopted standard: Total 
students awarded 

     

Adopted Floor Goal -- 25 25 25 25 

Adopted Stretch Goal -- 61 61 61 61 

https://www.gocolumbia.edu/accreditation/default.php
https://www.gocolumbia.edu/institutional_research/columbiaFactbookSept2020.xlsx
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Actual Outcomes b 21 46 76 30 In Progress 

Sources. a Columbia College (2020). ACCJC 2020 Annual Report: Final Submission 5/12/2020. Accessed October 
21, 2020 from https://www.gocolumbia.edu/accreditation/default.php; b Columbia College (2020). Columbia 
College Annual Factbook. Accessed October 21, 2020 from 
https://www.gocolumbia.edu/institutional_research/columbiaFactbookSept2020.xlsx 

 

3) Associate Level Completions 

Columbia’s previous ISS floor goal for associate level completions was set at 240 total awards 

each year. This goal was exceeded in all completed years, including AY2019-20 in which the 

374 associate degrees earned was more than 50% above the standard. Like certificates, however, 

associate level completions benchmarked using VFS goals would be a 20% increase in 

individual students completing in any given year, regardless of the total number of degrees they 

earned. From this lens, Columbia’s ISS floor goal was calculated as 202, or 20% over an 

AY2016-17 baseline of 168, and note that the college met this floor in 2 of the 3 subsequent 

years. As with certificates, the baseline year seemed coincidentally low in individual completers 

compared to the following years, and college researchers proposed a more aspirational stretch 

goal derived as a 20% increase over the three-year average number of associate degree earners 

between AY2017-19 and AY2019-20. The average number of associate degree earners in this 

time was 217, and a 20% increase over this number of students was determined as 260 per year. 

Both the updated floor goal and the stretch goal regarding associate degree completion were 

adopted as proposed through Columbia’s participatory governance process. 

Table 3. Associate Level Completions 

 AY2016-17 AY2017-18 AY2018-19 AY2019-20 AY2020-21 

Previous standard: Total 
awards given 

     

Previous Floor Goal a 240 240 240 240 240 

Previous Stretch Goal a Not Set Not Set Not Set Not Set Not Set 

Actual Outcomes b 244 276 252 374 In Progress 

      

Adopted standard: Total 
students awarded 

     

Adopted Floor Goal -- 202 202 202 202 

Adopted Stretch Goal -- 260 260 260 260 

Actual Outcomes b 168 214 191 246 In Progress 

Sources. a Columbia College (2020). ACCJC 2020 Annual Report: Final Submission 5/12/2020. Accessed October 
21, 2020 from https://www.gocolumbia.edu/accreditation/default.php; b Columbia College (2020). Columbia 
College Annual Factbook. Accessed October 21, 2020 from 
https://www.gocolumbia.edu/institutional_research/columbiaFactbookSept2020.xlsx 

 

4) Transfers to a Four-Year Institution 

Columbia College had an existing ISS floor goal of 180 exit transfers to any four-year institution. 

It had approached, though not achieved this goal based on available reporting of transfer activity 

from the California Community Colleges. The VFS goals around exit transfers suggested a 

benchmark of a 35% increase in transfers to a UC or CSU from an AY2016-17 baseline. 

https://www.gocolumbia.edu/accreditation/default.php
https://www.gocolumbia.edu/institutional_research/columbiaFactbookSept2020.xlsx
https://www.gocolumbia.edu/accreditation/default.php
https://www.gocolumbia.edu/institutional_research/columbiaFactbookSept2020.xlsx
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However, Columbia College opted to keep the ISS focused on all four-year exit transfers. It 

adopted a new ISS floor goal of 10% over an AY2016-17 baseline, or an increase from 168 to 

185 transfers per academic year, and it retained the VFS target of a 35% increase in transfers as 

an ISS aspirational stretch goal, or an increase from 168 to 227 transfers. Columbia College did 

not meet either its previous or newly adopted floor goal in years with available data.  

The College’s Guided Pathways efforts are intended to improve the number of students 

completing their educational goals, including transfer. Activities include improvements to its 

website, student advising, application process, cohort-based communications and engagement, 

and transfer center activities. The College expects that the results of these activities will lead to 

increased transfers, which will result in meeting our floor goals and striving toward our stretch 

goal. 

Table 4. Transfers to a Four-Year Institution 

 AY2016-17 AY2017-18 AY2018-19 AY2019-20 AY2020-21 

Previous Floor Goal a 180 180 180 180 180 

Previous Stretch Goal a Not Set Not Set Not Set Not Set Not Set 

Adopted Floor Goal -- 185 185 185 185 

Adopted Stretch Goal -- 227 227 227 227 

Actual Outcomes b 168 165 
Not Yet  

Reported 
Not Yet  

Reported 
In Progress 

Sources. a Columbia College (2020). ACCJC 2020 Annual Report: Final Submission 5/12/2020. Accessed October 
21, 2020 from https://www.gocolumbia.edu/accreditation/default.php; b California Community Colleges (2020). 
Student Success Metrics [webpage]. Accessed October 21, 2020 from 
https://www.calpassplus.org/LaunchBoard/Student-Success-Metrics.aspx 

 

5) Licensure Examination Pass Rate 

Columbia College had not recently reported ISS floor or stretch goals for this category in its 

ACCJC annual report, and college administrators considered the reasons why. After consulting 

with members of ACCJC and faculty program-leads, it was determined that only one of 

Columbia College's programs (Emergency Medical Services) qualified as needing a formal 

professional certification in order to work in the field, and that the number of annual 

examinations in this regard fell below the masking threshold of fewer than 10 examinations per 

program. In the interest of adopting a basic planning goal, college researchers proposed an ISS 

floor goal set to the number of students who completed an examination to the masking threshold 

(i.e., 10 examinations), and a modest stretch goal of 12 examinations. The proposal was adopted 

through the college's governance. The College will continue to reflect upon this licensure 

category and seek ways to access program completers’ license or certification pass rates in other 

areas, as applicable. 

Table 5. Licensure Examination Completions 

 AY2016-17 AY2017-18 AY2018-19 AY2019-20 AY2020-21 

Previous Floor Goal a Not Set Not Set Not Set Not Set Not Set 

Previous Stretch Goal a Not Set Not Set Not Set Not Set Not Set 

Adopted Floor Goal 10 10 10 10 10 

Adopted Stretch Goal 12 12 12 12 12 

https://www.gocolumbia.edu/accreditation/default.php
https://www.calpassplus.org/LaunchBoard/Student-Success-Metrics.aspx
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Actual Outcomes b <10 <10 <10 <10 In Progress 

Sources. a Columbia College (2020). ACCJC 2020 Annual Report: Final Submission 5/12/2020. Accessed October 
21, 2020 from https://www.gocolumbia.edu/accreditation/default.php; b Columbia College (2020). Academic 
Programs Summary [Webpage]. Accessed October 21, 2020 from https://yosemiteccd.sharepoint.com/sites/cc-
IRP/SitePages/Academic-Programs-Outcomes-Summary.aspx 

 

6) Job Placement Rates for Students Completing CTE Programs 

Until recently, Columbia College included job placement rates for students completing CTE 

programs in its ACCJC annual reporting, and was typically unable to meet its benchmark even 

when it was lowered to 68.0%. Closer examination of this metric illustrated that the underlying 

data are themselves unreliable because they were based on the self-reported outcomes of just a 

few graduates per program. [Evidence = Link to CTEOS Data Portal] In AY2019-20, the college 

opted not to report job placement outcomes until a more reliable data source could be identified. 

Nevertheless, for the sake of setting a planning goal, the college adopted the VFS goals to 

increase the percent of exiting CTE students who report being employed in their field from 

60.0%, which Columbia set as its ISS floor goal, to 76.0%, which the college set as its ISS 

stretch goal. 

Table 6. Job Placement Rates for Students Completing CTE Programs 

 AY2016-17 AY2017-18 AY2018-19 AY2019-20 AY2020-21 

Previous Floor Goal a 68.0% 68.0% 68.0% 68.0% 68.0% 

Previous Stretch Goal a Not Set Not Set Not Set Not Set Not Set 

Adopted Floor Goal 60.0% 60.0% 60.0% 60.0% 60.0% 

Adopted Stretch Goal 76.0% 76.0% 76.0% 76.0% 76.0% 

Actual Outcomes Not 
Reported 

Not 
Reported 

Not 
Reported 

Not 
Reported 

In Progress 

Sources. a Columbia College (2020). ACCJC 2020 Annual Report: Final Submission 5/12/2020. Accessed October 
21, 2020 from https://www.gocolumbia.edu/accreditation/default.php 

  

https://www.gocolumbia.edu/accreditation/default.php
https://www.gocolumbia.edu/accreditation/default.php
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Report on the Outcomes of the  

Quality Focus Projects 

 

Quality Focus Project 1 – More Effectively Using  

Learning Outcomes Assessment Results  

to Improve Programs, Instruction, and Student Learning 

In its 2017 Institutional Self Evaluation Report, Columbia College tasked itself to improve its 

use of Student Learning Outcomes (SLO) assessments. It identified three project focus areas 

including: 

 Project Focus Area 1.1: Enhance and sustain meaningful SLO assessment 

 Project Focus Area 1.2: Use SLO results to drive planning and sustain continuous 

improvement 

 Project Focus Area 1.3: Implement technology for program review and outcomes 

assessment 

The college set an ambitious agenda towards achieving these foci. Projects to be undertaken by 

the institution included: 

1. Implementing the eLumen software system, an electronic hub designed to integrate 

curriculum management, SLO assessment, online college catalog, and program review 

processes to more closely link SLO assessment results to program reviews and integrated 

planning and continuous improvement processes across the institution. 

2. Developing methods for tracking administrative unit outcomes (AUO) and service area 

outcomes (SAO) to complement instructional SLO processes at the course, program 

(PSLO), and institutional (ISLO) levels. 

3. Providing more effective guidance about the use of SLO assessment results and program 

review to members of the campus community. 

The eLumen platform was selected as a technological solution for integration of curriculum, all 

types of SLOs, an online catalog, and program reviews. Two challenges arose as the College 

transitioned from previous systems to eLumen. First, the process of migrating the college’s 

curriculum data (including courses and their CSLOs and programs and their PSLOs) to eLumen 

included more technical hurdles than had originally been envisioned, resulting in significant time 

spent in refining data by the College’s curriculum and SLO teams. Second, as assessment data 

was aggregated via CSLO-to-ISLO maps, the College determined that redundancies within the 
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mappings were obscuring areas of the institution in need of improvement and indicating 

problems that, upon further examination, proved invalid.  

In response to these challenges, under the leadership of the SLO Committee, the College adopted 

a new, concise set of ISLO outcomes that better aligns with the college’s mission, values, and 

goals. The new ISLOs are more effectively aggregated for reporting purposes and are easier to 

link to program- and course-level outcomes. The ISLOs impart the expectation that upon 

satisfactory completion of their course of study at Columbia College, students will be prepared 

to: 

 Excel in the workplace and enter into fulfilling and productive careers (Career-based 

SLOs)  

 Communicate effectively across levels and disciplines utilizing a variety of methods, 

mediums, and technologies (Communication-based SLOs) 

 Think critically about the world, solve problems using appropriate analytic sills, and be 

discerning about the quality of information (Critical-thinking-based SLOs) 

 Possess a framework of facts, skills, and understanding of the subjects studied 

(Knowledge-based SLOs) 

 Participate in a vibrant community and culture, understand others, value diversity, and 

encourage sustainability (Culture-and-community-based SLOs) 

 Describe and define the scope, key principles, and methods of scientific inquiry and 

quantitative reasoning (Calculation-based SLOs). 

Adoption of these new SLO statements led to a follow-up project to re-map CSLOs to the new 

ISLOs. Consequently, during the 2020-21 academic year, the Curriculum Committee worked on 

the migration of curriculum and the SLO Committee worked diligently on the re-mapping. 

Although the curriculum migration process took significantly more time than anticipated, 

eLumen is now used to collate and display meaningful SLO data across the institution.  These 

data will soon populate all program reviews – instructional, student service areas, and 

administrative programs.  Taken together, these abilities will enable plans for improvement in a 

cyclic and continuous fashion. 

The ongoing work of the SLO and Curriculum committees are common discussion items in 

Columbia’s Institutional Effectiveness Council, Academic Senate, College Council, and other 

standing committees and workgroups that combine faculty, staff and other members of the 

college community. The SLO Committee has become an integral component of the participatory 

governance of Columbia College and SLO assessment has itself become an ingrained, ongoing 

process. 

The College continues to seek a means to use administrative unit outcomes data to inform 

institutional improvements. Similarly, the College is working to use service area outcomes more 

systematically to improve student support services. 

Next steps for the institution include generating high-quality, meaningful SLO data displays to 

inform planning, developing training videos for self-guided SLO data generation, finalizing the 

Commented [BS18]: Future past tense!  By October it’ll 
be golden! 
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import of service area outcomes and administrative unit outcomes into eLumen, and developing 

an easy-to-find webpage as a portal to all of the College’s SLOs. 

Columbia College continues to pursue and develop its agenda related to SLOs, program reviews, 

and related procedures. In the next academic year the college should overcome most of the 

technological challenges it has encountered with its eLumen implementation. This will allow the 

college to realize its vision for an effective SLO program that informs integrated planning. In the 

meanwhile, it has made good progress for achieving this vision by aligning its social capital (i.e., 

its faculty, staff, and their critical insights) with a better-planned and facilitated process. 
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Quality Focus Project 2 –  

Increasing Program Completion Rates 

To address the goal of increasing overall completion rates, three project focus areas were 

identified: 

 Project Focus Area 2.1: Determine factors that encourage, discourage, or impede 

student completion and implement strategies to promote completion.  

 Project Focus Area 2.2: Improve student placement, guidance, and educational planning 

to promote completion.  

 Project Focus Area 2.3: Provide students greater access to coursework needed to 

complete their educational goals. 

Focused Inquiry Groups (FIG) reviewed factors that encourage, discourage, or impede student 

completion and identified and implemented the following strategies to promote completion: 

 Pathway to Two-Year Completion – Significant progress has been made in the 

mapping of 15 major areas of interest that filter down to specific programs of study.  

Major advising guides have been created for the majority of programs and include a two-

year sequence of recommended courses, example careers, and connections to faculty and 

counselors.  A general counselor has been assigned to each program of study and serves 

as a connection point for both students and faculty within each major. 

 On-track momentum – Full-time students are encouraged to stay on track by 

completing 30 units within their first year. The Columbia College Promise program 

provides recent high school graduates taking a minimum of 12 units with free tuition and 

specialized counseling services.  They are monitored by Promise program staff and the 

cohort counselor frequently to ensure they are staying on-track. Various financial 

incentives are offered to qualifying students to assist with their success to completion.  

Get SAP for financial aid students is a new program that informs students along their 

financial journey how to maintain and keep their financial aid while in school.  

Additionally, financial literacy resources are provided in an effort to keep student on-

track.   

Additionally, a new report from Hobson’s Starfish will be implemented that will provide 

notice when a student goes “off-track” from the educational plan.  Student Success 

Assistants will monitor and follow-up with the student to identify potential needs and 

connect them to their cohort counselor. Students close to completion will be contacted 

through a forthcoming “close to completion” report in development by Hobson’s to be 

included in the Student Success Assistant cohort management model. 

Other implementations that address Project Focus Areas 2.2. and 2.3 are: 

 Proactive Advisement and Counseling – Student Success Assistants have been hired to 

provide proactive advising support by reaching out to students that have applied but not 
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enrolled, administering and reviewing “student intake survey” details in Starfish to 

recommend needed supports to newly matriculated students, and introduce students to 

their cohort counselor. Students on academic probation will receive proactive outreach 

connecting them to an online Student Success Workshop to provide the opportunity to 

learn strategies for returning to good academic standing. 

Counselors utilize Starfish for identifying and communicating timely information to 

student cohorts, facilitating the early alert process and following up and resolving student 

concern “flags” submitted by faculty. In fall 2020, cohort counselors began utilizing 

Starfish exclusively for appointment setting, allowing students to access counselors 

online to schedule an appointment by selecting an open time that works for their 

schedule. Starfish provides students with a descriptive “support network” for all 

counselors within their program of study or special population.  

 

 Placement – Counselors meet individually with students through a personalized process 

to determine the factors that are influencing initial college placement.  These factors 

include but are not limited to academic history, study skills, time elapsed since and level 

of course last taken, interest area, total unit load, and life/school/work balance.  In April 

2019, Columbia replaced English and math placement charts in favor of “which class 

should I start with?” graphics depicting how major interests and known academic 

background combine to determine students’ best math or English class options, even as a 

newly admitted student.  The multiple measures assessment utilizes high school 

performance (default placement cumulative GPA guidelines) to further recommend 

placement in corequisite support with a goal to maximize students’ likelihood of 

completing a transfer level math or English course in their first year. When corequisite 

support is recommended, the student is informed of support services by the counselor 

such as EOPS and a referral is made to the program so that student outreach efforts can 

be made. 

 

Currently students must meet with a counselor for guided placement, however; we are 

working on a self-placement instrument that will allow students to identify an interest-

appropriate math course and whether or not the corequisite support class is recommended 

for English or math.  

 Student Onboarding – As a program improvement to the counseling process, the 

counseling team will assess the current onboarding process, utilizing the Guided Self-

Placement model as a best practice. Students will be highly encouraged to see a counselor 

to receive the career placement instrument in Starfish, be informed on the difference 

between local and transfer degrees and certificates, explore interests and potential 

employment and consider suitable coursework. Counselors will help them select a 

program of study, clarify their educational goal(s), and review the desired math and GE 

pathway.   
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 Educational Planning – Hobson’s Starfish platform has been adopted and is currently 

utilized by 100% of counselors to develop educational plans. Thereafter, students are 

encouraged by the counselor and Student Success Assistants to meet with a counselor 

each semester to review the plan to keep them on-track. Launch pads (first-semester plans 

based on major area of interests) were created so students can get started with their first 

semester in general education courses related to their area of interest.  Student 

Ambassadors reach out to students who have not completed a comprehensive educational 

plan by the time they reach 15 units. 

 

Student Success Assistants, previously discussed, will help provide outreach and 

retention strategies utilizing a cohort model. By providing proactive advising and follow-

up, students will be assisted in meeting their enrollment and financial aid deadlines, 

connecting with the campus resources they need, exploring co-curricular opportunities 

that enhance their engagement, and pursuing on-campus jobs, off-campus internships and 

career options.  Progress Reports, Success Plans, and tracking items in Starfish will be 

the primary means Student Success Assistants document and follow-up on these 

interventions with their assigned cohorts.  

 Greater Access to Courses – The College is currently participating in The California 

Virtual Campus-Online Education Initiative (CVC-OEI), a collaborative effort among 

California Community Colleges to ensure that significantly more students are able to 

complete their educational goals by increasing both access to and success in high-quality 

online courses.  Columbia has invested significant resources in the training of faculty in 

distant education and online modes, thus increasing the number of qualified instructors 

for quality online course offerings. External Initiative staff have been hired to promote 

Dual Enrollment with high school students, increase CCAP classes at the high schools 

and increase distance learning opportunities in remote locations of the college’s service 

areas. Counselors are working with the deans to identify course scheduling sequence 

needs, and identify start dates and times that do not conflict with high school schedules 

and graduation dates. 

 Schedule Planning – Division Deans are actively working to maintain two-year plans, 

sync with course predictions in Starfish which impact student degree plans, and utilize 

the administrative degree planning tool to identify the number of students planning on 

each particular course.  

 New Registration System – The District is in final implementation stages of 

streamlining the registration process and removing barriers to concurrent enrollment with 

Modesto Junior College.  By implementing Ellucian Self-Service and updating processes 

between the two colleges, students will find an easier experience searching and 

identifying classes within the District and registering for either college without having to 

request permission to register, logging out of current system and logging into other 

college’s system to register. 
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Significant progress has been made to increase the program completion rates.  According to the 

California Community College Student Success Scorecard, the overall completion rate increased 

from 35.1% in 2016 to 43% in 2019. 
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Appendix 1 – Evidence 
Include list of evidence files here with hyperlinks 
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Appendix 2 – 2021 Annual Report 
Include most recent Annual Report.  No narrative needed.  But can refer to it in goals section. 
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Appendix 3 – 2021 Annual Fiscal Report 
Include most recent Annual Fiscal Report.  If any areas indicate not meeting goals, such as high 

load default rates, unmet liabilities, and/or projected deficits, describe improvement plans. 

 

If not – narrative is not required.  Include report anyway and a brief “all is well” narrative. 


